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HE War, having run its course for four months, the 
Empire has settled down to the unique conditions 
of the situation. A stern, grim resolve to "see 
the matter through" impresses itself upon every 
aspect of life. 	The unity of the Empire, from 
being considered by some a mere abstract idea, 

has become an absolute fact, and never before have men of diver-
gent views put their differences on one side in order that our 
common enemy may be effectively and finally dealt with. 

On the battle-field the Allies are fighting together with the fine 
spirit of comradeship. Britain's Army, until recently, was drawn 
from the Homeland, but, presently, the losses—which are un-
fortunately both heavy and inevitable—will be made good by men 
from the distant outposts of the Empire. Canada has nobly re-
sponded to the call, and the Australian and New Zealand First 
Expedition sailed some weeks ago in a fleet of 26 vessels, and has 
to-day landed in Egypt for service and further training. 	The 
Second Expedition is now under active training, and 11,000 men 
are in camp at Broadmeadows. As the need, so will be the re- 
sponse. 	The lion's cubs will now fight with the lion, and the 
world shall see that the breed is as pure as ever. Where we had 
reason to expect sympathy from our "kinsfolk" in America, we 
find little, and she who expects to come in as "peace-maker," 
when the war is over, will find that her services are not wanted, 

[and 
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and her offers will be rejected. We will fight our own battles, 
and the enemy will, at the end, be compelled to take the terms 
offered. After the Berlin campaign of lies and deceit which pre-
ceded the actual fighting—after the attempt to spread "culture," 
the most hated word in current usage—the enemy will have no 
escape from the degradation which awaits it at the bar of righte-
ousness and humanity. The ramification of agents to carry on 
this German war have extended themselves throughout the world. 
Heavy concrete foundations and roofs of reinforced concrete three 
feet thick, laid in commanding positions, tell the tale of years 
of deliberate preparation; whilst, in Melbourne, only yesterday, 
in the searching of a "naturalised" German's house, there was 
revealed an armoury of a dozen weapons, together with i,000 
rounds of "live" cartridges loaded with "soft-nosed" bullets. 
What may be found elsewhere it is impossible to say. Here is 
a duty for architects and engineers. 	There may be concrete 
foundations laid in "suitable" positions around Melbourne, or 
even commanding the Heads; or there may be a "wireless" in the 
bush or on the mountain side. No action of the enemy is too 
degrading—and no lie too contemptible—provided they have the 
remotest chance of carrying out the German object of "universal 
grab." With many Germans, "naturalisation" is but a fraud 
td cover their infamous designs, and the sooner many more Ger-
mans, apparently peaceable citizens, are interned the better. 

It has been a matter of the greatest satisfaction that Austra-
lia has smashed up the "Emden," and has secured the whole of 
the German possessions in the Southern Seas. Neighbours such 
as we have had, we are better without, as our South African 
brethren can assure us. Our neighbours would—if they could—
grab our fair Australian possessions, and, if we resisted, they 
would give us a repetition of the atrocities of Louvain and Rheims. 
If they finally conquered Australia, we should have a second series 
of atrocities in their restoration of our buildings, the latter 
atrocities being worse than the former. 

In Victoria, we have perfect confidence in the final issue, and 
what we need is to have similar confidence in ourselves. It is 
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for us to strengthen our Empire by every possible means, amongst 
the foremost being "Trade." If we can keep our Empire's in-
dustries a-going—which, of course, includes our own—we shall 
be making the "silver bullets," which will prove an important 
factor, both in carrying on the war and in bringing about a final 
peace. 	We shall, in future, rely more than we have hitherto 
relied upon the resources of the Empire, and purchase Em-
pire-made goods alone. The failure of the Australian wheat har-
vest this year will, of course, limit our purchasing power to some 
small extent. But Australia does not quail before one bad sea-
son, as she has had a series of good seasons for the preceding 
period of i o or i i years, and has, at any time, ample reserves to 
fall back upon. By using our own goods we shall be strengthen.. 
ing our position—by using enemy goods we are providing the 
means whereby we may be weakened economically and politically. 

To take one article alone. 	Cement is largely used in Aus- 
tralia, and its use is extending both for building and engineering 
purposes. 	During the last few years the manufacture of Aus- 
tralian cement has largely increased. The quantity of imported 
cement has also similarly increased, and, from Board of Trade 
figures recently published, the quantities and value of imparted 
cement from all countries into Australia is (as quoted by the 
"Building News.") 

Year. 	 Cwts. 	 Value. 
1910 .. .. .. . 	1,612,004 	.. 	£138,746 
1911 .. .. .. 	 1,670,117 	 .. 	 151,333 
1912 .. .. .. 	2,603,792 	.. 	261,680 

Imports from :— 	United Kingdom. 	Germany 
Percent- 

Value. Percentage. Value. age. 
1910 	.. .. 	.. £79,032  .. 56.9 .. £46,420 	33.4 
1911 	.. .. .. .. 	62,708 .. 41.4 .. 	72,753 	48.o 
1912 .. .. .. .. .. 	69,599 .. 26.5 .. 144,564 •• 55.2 
From the above it will be seen that, in spite of the increasing local 
production, the import trade has about doubled during the three 
years under review, whilst British participation in 1912 was less 

[than 
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than half of what it was in 1g1o. On the other hand, Germany's 
share of the trade in 1912 was more than half as large again as 

in 1910. 
In explanation of this unsatisfactory condition it is stated that 

Germany charges a lower freight than Britain, and that the ship-
ments are more regular, and these advantages nullify the 3d. per 
cwt. preference (which will be increased to 6d. under the new tariff) 
which British cement enjoys. 	There may be something in this 
explanation, but it is not a complete statement of the case. 	We 
have repeatedly asked plasterers why, in the finishing coat of the 
external cement facing of their buildings, they prefer a certain 
brand of German cement. Their answers suggest prejudice, or 
else they urge that this brand of German cement gives a more 
uniform colour to the finished work whilst some of the British 
cements give a "patchy" effect. 	If, they say, the contents of a 
number of the latter casks were turned out and mixed before use, 
the result might be satisfactory. 	It is, of course, mainly in the 
erection of reinforced concrete buildings that so large a quantity 
of "facing" cement is required, and we suggest that this, in part, 
leaving out prejudice, is our explanation of the increased importa-
tion of German cement. The prejudice against the use of Brit-
ish cement for "finishing" extends also, quite wrongly, we believe, 
to the locally-made cement. German cement will now, however, 
be ousted from the Australian market, as well as from the other 
markets of the Empire, and it is for both British and Australian 
makers of cement to produce the various descriptions of cement 
which shall suit respective use in engineering work, reinforced 
concrete buildings, and cement facings of buildings. 	This will 
soon, we hope, be accomplished, with the result that, in the 
cement industry, the success which was achieved years ago by the 
ironmasters in ousting Germany from the Australian steel construc-
tional industry, will also follow the efforts of the cement makers. 
We shall have something to say about other German materials in 
our next issue, but, in the meantime, Australia neither wants 
German material, nor German culture, nor a German judge on 
the Board of Adjudicators for designs for the Federal Capital 
Parliamentary Buildings, nor a German design either, for that 

matter. 



CAOVED BOX XVI CENTURY 

GENERAL MEETING. 

HE eighth meeting of the Session, 1914, was held 
in the Institute Rooms, 57-59 Swanston-street, 
Melbourne, on Tuesday, 27th October, 1914. 
There was a large attendance, and the President 
(Mr. H. W. Tompkins) took the chair at 8 
o'clock prompt. 

The minutes of the three previous meetings (already published 
in the Proceedings) were duly confirmed. 

The following correspondence was submitted :- 
Institute of Architects of New South Wales, asking permission 

to print the R.V.I.A. Seal over "Victorian Notes" in "The 
Salon," in order for readers to note the source of such news. 
(The Council had given the necessary permission.) 

Institute of Architects of New South Wales (through the Pre-
sident, Mr. A. W. Anderson), inviting the R.V.I.A. to send two 
delegates to a Conference of Australian Institutes, to be held 
in Sydney, on November 25th, to discuss matters of common in-
terest to the profession, such as the formation of a Federal Council 
or Institute, uniform scale of charges, conditions of contract, etc. 

(The Council had appointed Mr. H. W. Tompkins (President) 
and Mr. E. A. Bates (vice-president) to represent the R.V.I.A. 
at such Conference.) 

The Premier's Office, Victoria, acknowledging receipt of the 
R.V.I.A. resolution on the subject of Town Planning, which was 
adopted at the meeting of members, on Friday, 2nd October. 

[Reports 



General Meeting 

1Reports anb 3ournais Iteceiveb from ftinbreb 
Institutes latittb tbanks. 

"Architectural Association Journal," August and September, 
1914. 

Architectural Association, School of Architecture Curriculum, 
1914-15. 

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society Green Book, 
1913-14. 

"Salon," September, October, 1914. 
American Institute of Architects Journal, August, September, 

1914. 
"Revue Belge Mensuelle Art et Technique," April, May, 

1914. 
"Techne Gazette Hebdomadaire d'Information Consacree a 

L'Architecture et aux Arts qui s'y rapportent," May, 
June and July, 1914. 

"L'Archittura Italiana," Vol. IX., No. 12, 1st September, 
1914. 

"Analli Della Societa legli Ingegneri a , defli Architti Italiani," 
No. 16, August 16th; No. 17, 1st September; No. 18, 
16th September, 1914. 

Election.—A ballot was taken upon the application of Mr. 
James Fawcett (Architect of the Victorian Railways Department) 
for Fellowship. Messrs. Campbell and Watts were appointed 
scrutineers, and the candidate was declared unanimously elected. 

Annual Dinner.—It was reported by the President that in 
consequence of the war, the annual dinner would not be held at 
the close of the present session. 

Registration Bill.—It was reported that in a few days printed 
copies of the proposed Registration Bill (already published in the 
Proceedings) would be forwarded to all members and bodies in-
terested. 

Federal Parliament Houses Competition.—The President re-
ported the steps which the Institute had taken in connection with 
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this competition, and intimated that the following letter had been 
forwarded to each of the Australian Institutes of Architects 

Melbourne, October 1st, 1914. 

Dear Sir : Our President (Mr. H. W. Tompkins) was 
invited to wait on the Minister of Home Affairs (the Hon. 
W. O. Archibald), and on doing so was informed that in 
view of the fact that designs could not be obtained from 
Belgium, France, Russia, Austria and Germany, the above 
competition was indefinitely postponed, and the High Com-
missioner (Sir George Reid) had been cabled to that effect. 

It was gathered in conversation that when normal con-
ditions are resumed, it is possible that the conditions of com-
petition might be varied, especially the condition concerning 
the adjudication of designs. 

It is probable that before anything is done with regard 
to the altered conditions, the Minister will be prepared to 
accept suggestions from the Australian Institutes of Architects 
for embodiment in the new competition. 

We inform you of the above, as per our promise to your 
Institute, to keep you in touch with any development. 

Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) JOHN LITTLE, Hon. Sec. 

Melbourne University Buildings.—The President reported 
that concerning the completion of the Melbourne University 
Buildings, the Government was providing the whole of the 
necessary funds, and might or might not recommend a public 
competition for designs for such completion. 

After the transaction of the formal business, the President 
introduced the lecturer for the evening (Mr. R. Boan, of the Vic-
torian Railways Department), who, he remarked, was responsible 
for the many installations of the Septic Tank throughout the 
Railway Systems of the State. The success of these installations 
would be eloquent testimony to the value of the paper they were 
about to listen to. 

[ "The 
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HE PURIFICATION OF SEWAGE." 

Being a Paper read before the R.V.I.A., on Tuesday, 27th 
October, 1914, by Mr. Robert Boan (Victorian Railways Labora- 

tory. 	The paper was illustrated by many sheets of drawings, 
several of which are inserted in the text. 

T the risk of being tedious (in the light of the mass 
of literature now available on the subject) I pro-
pose to briefly outline the history of sewage dis-
posal. I take it that it is not now necessary to 
spend much time in discussing the question from 

the viewpoint of—is sewage disposal necessary? No form of 
life—not even the protoplasmic particle we call a bacterium—is 
able to live and flourish whilst surrounded by its own waste 
products, whether it be in the case of the faeces of an animal, or 
the metabolic products of a micro-organism. 

The earliest sanitary laws we know of were those of Babylon 
and other ancient civilisations. In Biblical history we find similar 
laws. In Deuteronomy there is a law stating that all dejecta and 
refuse from the camp of the Israelites was, following the natural 
instincts of the carnivora, to be buried. This burial of sewage was 
excellent so long as the pollution was small, because quick putre-
factive action was carried out, all albuminous matter was reduced 
to ammonia, which was minralised (oxidised) by the nitrifying 
bacteria in the soil and converted into harmless mineral salts— 

Nitrates. 
In time, however, the pollution increased, stagnation oc-

curred, and the organisms being surrounded by their own 
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products of metabolism, were retarded, a nuisance was created. 
The immediate remedy was migration. Such a method, how-
ever, was only applicable to early times, and when the nomadic 
tribes began to settle in towns and cities, another remedy had to 
be found. Baldwin Latham in his work, "Sanitary Engineering," 
gives historical notes which show that wherever civilisation ad-
vanced to any degree of refinement, sanitary measures were in-
variably adopted. Alexandria, Carthage, Herculaneum, Jerusa-
lem, Nineveh, Rome, and many other cities had a complete system 
of sewers and water supplies. In the sewerage of the Temple of 
Jerusalem, Latham states "that the drains leading from the 
Temple, and probably from the city, discharged into a pit which 
connected with another pit, formed for the purpose of receiving the 
liquor from the first pit, in order that the manure in it might 
become sufficiently dessicated to be in a fit state for removal by 
the gardeners who purchased it." "The liquid matter after 
leaving the lower or second pit was then used for the purpose of 
irrigating the King's gardens." "From this description we 
learn that the sewage was collected into tanks--the solid matter 
was removed from them and sold—and the liquid was afterwards 
used for the purpose of irrigation." "The ruins of Pompeii show 
very clearly that latrines which were supplied with water existed, 
and from which drains almost fac-similes of our present E.W. 
pipe drains conveyed away the polluting matter." "Cess pools 
appear to have been first used during the ninth century." "In 
the eleventh century excavations made in the Abbey of Paris re-
vealed the fact that there existed at that period `pits without any 
bottom'—doubtless intended to receive faecal matter." 

"Then there was a period in history when both art and science 
declined, and with them, the prosecution of those sanitary works 
which were of so beneficial and useful a character; in fact, the 
benefits derivable from sanitary science seem to have been for-
gotten and ignored, and the people sank to the lowest depths of 
sanitary neglect from which the powerful voices of plague—
typhoid and cholera—were the first to arouse them."—(Latham.) 
In the feudal castles of the twelfth century the latrines were 

[constructed 
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constructed at the top of, or in other positions on the outer walls— 
the chamber being carried out on corbels so as to overhang, in 
order to secure a clear fall for the faecal matter and other refuse 
into the fosse of the castle.—(Latham.) Until well into the nine-
teenth century the sewage problem was one of which little or 
nothing was heard, every man disposing of his filth as best he 
could. Cesspools for faecal matter were either recommended or 
tolerated by the authorities, but it was generally left to the indi-
vidual householder to dispose of the contents. Faecal matter and 
domestic refuse were allowed to accumulate near the dwellings, 
either above or below ground, and to sink into the soil ; where 
this was not possible it was carted away to the land. This gave 
rise to very objectionable conditions in the thickly populated dis-
tricts and towns. 

Water closets were invented in the year z8io, or, more 
strictly speaking, reinvented (See Baldwin Latham's book re 

drainage of Pompeii). Their use, however, was first limited to 
carrying the sewage from the houses into the cesspools—but the 
increased volume of water to be dealt with no doubt gave trouble, 
because later we learn that householders found it was more con-
venient and less costly to provide the cesspools with overflows 
leading into the street drains, and often the water closets were 
connected direct to the drains in the public streets. The nuisance 
was thus removed from the houses into the public streets, and 
these drains were led into the nearest water-course, creek, or 
river. The rivers were able to cope with the ordinary street 
drainage, but were unable to prevent pollution of the streams by 
the added sewage, and as a result of complaints, there arose the 
third stage of the sewage problem, which is that of to-day. 

Professor Dunbar in his work, "Principles of Sewage Treat-
ment," says, "that so far as can be judged from the literature and 
official documents, the question of sewage purification was first 
raised in 1842 by the English authorities in a report by Sir E. 
Chadwick on the health of the working classes." "Mention is 
there made of the Craigentenny meadows, near Edinburgh, which 
are said to have been first used for irrigation purposes." "On to 
these meadows the sewage of a part of Edinburgh flowed by open 

200 
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rubble drains, and it was observed that where the sewage dis-
charged the grass grew very luxuriantly, and ditches were dug in 
all directions in order to get the sewage on to the sterile patches." 
"The value of these observations lay in the fact that even in damp 
climates sewage could be dealt with on land for many decades 
without the latter losing its efficacy as a purifying agent." As a 
result of the Craigentenny experience similar works were carried 
out at other places with success, and sewage irrigation was 
acknowledged to be the most rational method of disposing of 
sewage from towns and cities." 

In x857 a Royal Commission, appointed to inquire into the 
possibility of utilising town sewage, reported after eight years of 
investigation, that the proper method of sewage disposal was by 
land treatment, and that only by this method could the pollution 
of rivers be prevented; and further, that in some cases the financial 
results of Iand treatment yielded a profit. This method of dis-
posal is called "Broad Irrigation." Rideal in xgo6 estimated that 
the sewage from too to 500 persons per acre per day could be 
treated on loamy gravel, and with stiff clay not more than 25 
persons. 

The next phase of the problem of disposal was the chemical 
treatment of sewage. In a report by Austin, the Chief Inspector 
of the General Board of Health, dated 1857 (Dunbar), he recom-
mended the preparation of a compost from the solid matters sepa-
rated from the sewage by the use of precipitants, of which he 
mentioned lime, either alone or used in conjunction with sulphate 
of alumina, sulphate of iron, magnesia, charcoal, etc. He re-
garded the action of chemical precipitants as simply an aid to the 
separation of suspended matter from the sewage, and was of 
opinion that these suspended matters should be removed from 
sewage before its application to land. 

Up, to this time it had been concluded that neither mechanical 
nor chemical methods could render sewage non-putrescible, and 
that only by land treatment could serious nuisance be avoided. 
Sir Edward Frankland, however, was the first to submit 
questions relating to sewage treatment to scientific investigation. 

[Frankland 
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Frankland conducted experiments with a view to increasing the 
volume of sewage which could be treated on a definite area of land. 
He showed that if the sewage was applied in comparatively small 
doses, and each dose allowed to trickle away before the applica-
tion of the next dose, that artificial sand filters did not choke up 
He named this method "Intermittent Filtration." Compared with 
broad irrigation, the volume of sewage treated per unit of area 
was increased by this system from 5,000 to io,000 gallons per 
acre per day to 5o,000 to 1oo,000 gallons. Frankland's recom-
mendations found little sympathy in England, but in the United 
States of America his method was made the subject of extensive 
studies, and has formed the starting point of the artificial bio-
logical processes of to-day."—(Dunbar.) In 1886 the Massachu-
setts State Board of Health passed an act for the prevention of 
river pollution, and established an experimental station at Law-
rence, U.S.A., which has become world-famous. The London 
authorities became aware of these experiments and had them 
repeated with satisfactory results. In 1892 Santo Crimp con-
structed experimental filters, and in 1896 Dibden constructed the 
first contact filter beds at Sutton, a small town near London. 
Having given the foregoing historical facts, which have been 
freely extracted from the authorities, I now propose to address 
you on the Disposal of Sewage by Bacterial Processes more par-
ticularly—the so-called Septic Tank process, and that we may 
better understand the operation of this method of disposal it will 
help us if we first analyse the sewage material which is to be 
treated. 

"The Sanitary Demand for Sewage and Sewage Disposal" 
has been admirably expressed by Kinnicutt, Winslow and Pratt, 
in their work, `Sewag^ Disposal," thus :"The human body is 
a biological machine which requires food for fuel, and which 
produces in its operation a considerable amount of waste material—
like the ash from a furnace—this waste consists partly of mineral 
matter, and partly of incomplete oxidised fuel. 	The excretions 
of the kidneys representing the end products of cell metabolism, 
still contains a large amount of organic matter in the form of 
urea—the discharges from the alimentary tract consist largely of 
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undigested or partially digested foods which have not been ab-
sorbed by the body." All these substances undergo further change 
after they are excreted from the body, breaking down into simpler 
and more stable compounds, and during this change compounds 
are formed which are characterised by the penetrating noxious 
odours of putrefaction. Besides the organic waste materials 
from digestion and excretion, the excreta contains a host of living 
microscopic organisms, and this fauna and flora are of even 
greater practical importance than the lifeless substratum upon 
which they subsist. The surfaces of the human body, within and 
without, are parasitised by micro-organisms which find the most 
favourable conditions for multiplication in the digestive tract. 
Mackeal, Lutzer and Kerr (1909) report an average of thirty-three 
million bacteria per day in the fceces of normal adult man. Most 
of these parasites are harmless, putrefactive forms, but in the 
excreta or urine of a patient suffering from typhoid fever, 
dysentery, cholera, or any other intestinal malady, the specific 
germ of the disease may at any time be present. The dis-
charges from the alimentary canal. and the kidneys do .not, 
of course, exhaust the catalogue of human wastes. 	The 
washings of the outer skin and the linen, the wash water from 
cooking and house cleansing are included in the wastes from the 
household. In more closely settled communities, street washings 
and the wastes from industrial establishments are also added. 
The important constituents in every case are the intermediate 
products of organic decomposition, plus the living micro-organ-
isms which may at any time include specific pathogenic forms.-
(Kinnicut. ) 

Speaking generally, an average water carried sewage from a 
residential town will be composed as follows (Kinnicut) :— 

Solid Matter, 200 to Soo parts per Million. 
Mineral, 50%. In solution, 75%;  in suspension, 25%. 
Organic, so%. In solution, 6o%; in suspension, 4o%. 

The mineral matter present consists chiefly of sand, clay, 
iron and aluminium oxides, the chlorides, carbonates, sulphate, 
and phosphates of the alkalies (soda and potash) and alkaline 

[earths 
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earths. The vegetable and animal (organic) substances may be di-
vided into compounds which contain nitrogen and compounds free 
from nitrogen. The nitrogenous compounds are principally urea, 
proteids, amines, and amido acids. The non-nitrogenous com-
pounds are carbo-hydrates (sugar, cellulose, etc.), fats and soap. 
The organic matters, chiefly through the action of bacteria, 
undergo more or less decomposition, and to follow these changes 
it is necessary to have a knowledge of the composition and proper- 
ties of these substances. Urea—the chief constituent of urine—is 
a compound CO (NH 2) 2  is readily convertible into ammonium car-
bonate by the urea fermentation, and is due to several organisms 
ubiquitous in nature, i.e., the Bacillus Urea and the Micrococcus 
Urea, which have the power of producing the fermentation, and 
which is a typical hydrolysis, i.e., decomposition. It is this 
decomposition of ammonium carbonate into ammonia and carbon 
dioxide which gives rise to the characteristic odour of urinals, 
stables, etc. The Proteids ar albumenoid substances form the 
principal constituents of the animal organism—they all contain 
carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen—some contain sulphur, such as 
cabbage stalks and the like, some contain iron and phosphorus. 
The Carbohydrates include starches, sugar, cellulose and wood 
fibre. The Fats are more stable than the other organic matters 
and are not easily broken down by bacteria. Soaps.—These are 

only slightly acted upon by bacteria. 
The following table shows the various matters usually en-

countered :- 
SEWAGE. 

Urine. 	 Faces. 	 Household Wastes. 

Water. 	Cellulose. 	 Kitchen water. 
Salts. 	Partially digested bodies. 	Vegetable waters. 

Urea. 	Amines, etc. 	 Greases and soap, etc. 
Salts. 

The decomposition of these substances is called Biolysisr—a 
breaking down from the complex to the simpler form, and is 
divided into (A) Putrefactive changes; (B) Final oxidation or nitri- 
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fication changes. This decomposition of organic matter is chiefly 
brought about by bacteria or by substances formed by bac-
teria.—(Enzymes.) Just as nature has produced a nuisance, 
she has also supplied a remedy. During the progress 
of bacteriology it has been shown that putrefaction, fer-
mentation, and other processes are directly dependent upon the 
action of yeasts, moulds, and bacteria. If we had not micro-
organismal action, there would be no way of disposing of dead 
matter. It would lie around about us and take years to disappear. 
Thus we see what we owe to the beneficent microbe. 

It can be shown in the laboratory that a very complex or-
ganic compound is capable of rapid decomposition by the aid of 
bacterial enzymes into simpler and less putrescible substances. 
An ideal decomposition may be represented by taking albumen as 
an example :- 

4C8  H13  N2  03  + 14 H2O 4NB  + 19 CH4  + 13 CO2  2H2  

That is, from the hydrolysis of albumen we obtain nitrogen, 
carbon dioxide, methane, and hydrogen. In practice, of course, 
we cannot obtain so perfect a decomposition, but we approach it 
as nearly as possible. In the purification of sewage the aim must 
be that of decomposing the organic matter as quickly and com-
pletely as possible. 

We now come to the actual disposal of the sewage. One 
thing is certain—we must follow all the facts of bacteriology, 
and give the bacteria their requisite conditions. It has been shown 
that the decomposition of organic matter is chiefly brought about 
by bacteria—or by substances formed by bacteria (enzymes), al-
though one school of Sanitarians deny absolutely that bacteria 
play any part in the scheme ; but this view may be discussed later. 
We cannot dispose of sewage by hydrolysis-or by oxidation 
—separately, but we must allow both processes to take place in 
due course. They cannot act simultaneously on the same mass of 
sewage, because bacterial hydrolysis can only take place in the 
absence of air, whilst oxidation requires as much air as can be 
supplied. 

[In 
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In parvo the sewage must be liquified by hydrolysis with the 
aid of anaerobic organism s, and must be oxidised and nitrified by 
aerobic organisms. We see, then, that essentially there are two 
main points of the app aratus—the anaerobic and aerobic. (The 
application of the wor is, anaerobic and aerobic, are explained 
thus :—Ærobic means i iving with air; anaerobic living without 
air.) To study the process it is well to take the example of a 
sewage which is to be taken by a sewerage system to disposal 
works. The first changes which take place in the sewage in its 
flow to the works are aerobic. In the sewers oxygen, both atmos- 
pheric and dissolved in the flushing water, is present, and much 
of the urine is decomposed by the "Bacillus ureæ" into ammo- 
nium carbonate. The ammonia remains in solution, and the 
carbon dioxide is evolved. A little nitrification of the ammonia 
may also take place, and it is from this cause that nitrates have 
been detected in moderately fresh discharges. 

This partially altered sewage now reaches the disposal works, 
of which the following is a brief description :—The anaerobic 
treatment of sewage, which produces the liquefaction of solids, 
preferably takes place in a tank constructed in such a manner 
that the velocity of the sewage when entering it is so reduced 
that the solids are deposited, and the fatty matters rise and form 
a scum on the top. This is most valuable, as it forms a thick 
mat, and prevents direct escape of gases or inflow of any air. 
Beneath this scum two actions take place. The tank is the so-
called septic tank. In the first few hours anaerobic action takes 
place, and hydrolysis of the solid sewage is the result. It is 
liquified ; albuminous matters, cellulose and fats are changed by 
enzymes of the Bacillus Amylobacter, the sewage proteus and 
many other anaerobic bacteria into soluble nitrogenous and sim-
pler carbon compounds, such as phenol and indol. The fermen-
tations occurring in the first hydrolyctic part of the process may 
be chemically classed as follows :—(i) The solution and decom-
position of albuminous bodies; (2) The fermentation of urea; (3) 
The fermentation of amido-compounds from the albuminous 
bodies ; (q) The formation of organic acids and the fermentation 
of their salts; (5) Cellulose or menthane fermentations; (6) The 
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fermentation of carbohydrates; (7) Decomposition of fats; (8) The 
formation of small quantities of sulphur compounds, like hydrogen, 
sulphide, mercaptan, etc. 

Much gas, consisting chiefly of methane, nitrogen, and hy-
drogen (about half a cubic foot per too gallons of sewage), is 
evolved in the tank, and in large installations the gas is collected, 
purified, and used for lighting and other purposes. The follow-
ing is a typical analysis of the tank gas :—Carbonic. acid, 5.32 ; 
marsh gas, 21.25 ; hydrogen, 12.52 ; nitrogen, 6o.00. 	Even 
in moderately sized installations the gas generated may be 
sufficient to drive a small engine for pumping the sewage from 
a receiving well. As the sewage is nearing the end of its stay in 
the tank, further action takes place, and the phenol and indol, 
fatty acids and amido compounds are converted into much less 
complex matters. Much ammonia is formed, and a little nitrate 
from the inter-action of nitrous acid liberated with any base 
present in the water supply. According to Rideal we may sum-
marise the order of the changes as follows :— 

          

 

Initial. 

  

Substances dealt 
with. 

  

Characteristic 
Products. 

 

          

 

Transient mrobic 
changes by the 
oxygen of the water 
rapidly passing to 

First Stage. 
Anmrobic liquefac-
tion and preparation 
by hydrolysis. 

Second Stage. 
Semi-Anmrobic 
breaking down of 
the intermediate dis-
solved bodies. 

 

Urea, ammonia, and 
easily decomposable 
matters. 

Albuminous matters, 
cellulose and fibre 
fats. 

 

Soluble nitrogenous 
compounds, phenol 
derivatives, gases. 
ammonia. 

 

  

Amido compounds, 
fatty acids, dis-
solved residues, 
phenolic bodies. 

  

Ammonia, nitrites, 
gases. 

 

 

Third Stage. 
Complete mration. 

  

Ammonia and car-
bonaceous residues. 

 

Carbon dioxide, 
water, and nitrates. 

 

          

          

          

[Usually 
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Usually a • given mass of sewage takes from 8 to 24 hours 
to pass through the septic tank, according to its strength; but 
as will be seen later, this period may be lengthened to 3 to 4 
days for very concentrated sewages. Time must be given for 
incubation and bacterial action. As a general rule, the tank is 
made large enough for half a day's supply, and in order to 
allow time for the solid matter to settle as the sewage flows 
slowly through, the tank is made three or four times as long 
as broad. It is desirable that the sewage should enter and leave 
the tank with as little disturbance as possible, and to serve this 
end the inflow and outflow are practically on the same level. 
The velocity of the sewage is limited to about three feet per 
minute, by which sedimentation is effected, and it follows that 
the whole of the suspended solids are precipitated before travel-
ing far from the inlet end of the tank. These solids falling on 
the floor of the tank, remain subject to the attack of the micro-
organisms, and are partly rendered soluble. In time the particles 
become buoyant owing to the entangling of gas bubbles during 
the process, and rise to the top of the tank, forming a thick 
leathery scum. This scum is ;n a very high state of bacterial 
activity, the process of liquefaction progresses freely, and the 
matter which finally falls back to the bottom of the tank is a 
black powdery humus, quite inoffensive, and of very small 
bulk when compared with the original suspended solids from 
which it is derived. For instance, in one case after 15 months' 
working, the whole deposit was only 8o C.Y. of sludge of 8o% 
moisture, whilst the original bulk of the suspended matter would 
represent, as sludge, 600 cubic yards. Cameron, in his septic 
tank constructed at Exeter in 1895, designed it so that the in-
coming sewage was discharged through a pipe placed some dis-
tance below the level of the sewage in the tank, the outlet of the 
sewage being a perforated or slotted pipe laid horizontally, which 
was also placed below the level of the sewage—the inlet and 
outlet being practically on the same level. There were no baffles 
in the tank, and it was claimed that the liquid in it was displaced 
by the incoming sewage, without disturbance of the scum which 
formed on the top of the liquid, or of the heavier solid matter 
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which was deposited on the floor of the tank. The tank was pro-
portioned on a 24 hours' flow. That the water in the tank would 
be displaced by the incoming sewage appears to be doubtful, but 
rather there would be a direct flow across the tank from inlet to 
outlet pipe. That this is really the case is shown by the follow-
ing :—Thompson—Journal  Soc. Chem. Industry, rgo8—states that 
at Leeds experiments were made to ascertain whether pathogenic 
organisms originally admitted to the sewage were capable 
of surviving the treatment, and reaching effluent undestroyed. 
In these experiments pure cultures of "Bacillus Pyocyan-
eous" (the organism of blue pus) were introduced into the 
sewage entering the tank. Two hours later the organisms were 
found in the septic tank effluent. 	Thompson had previously 
stated that the tank was designed on a 24 hours' basis. 
The fact that the Bacillus was detected in the effluent 
from the tank after two hours in a plant designed to treat a 24 
hours' supply of crude sewage, shows unmistakably that the 
design of the septic tank itself had not received the attention it 
merited. The time occupied by any filament carrying sewage to 
reach the outlet from the time of its discharge into the tank 
should be approximately the time capacity of the tank, and in 
those designed by the author, baffle plates and walls have been 
used to effect this purpose. In the Leeds septic tank the water 
must have flowed approximately in a direct line from the inlet to 
the outlet, from which we may deduce that the incubation or 
digestion period of the sewage was not nearly long or complete 
enough to properly hydrolise the suspended solid matter sent 
into the tank. The decomposition of fats—grease and soap—is 
extremely difficult and constitutes one of the greatest troubles in 
purification, especially in the case of works dealing with fresh 
concentrated sewage from large institutions, hospitals, and the 
like. When designing a sewerage system, grease traps should be 
provided at the sinks; by this means trouble at the disposal 
works would be very materially lessened. 

After the septicised liquid leaves the tank it is probably 
about half purified. The next process is the collection and dis- 

[tribution 
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tribution of the liquid on to the mrobic filter bed. Very many 
methods have been designed to effect this. In some cases the 
liquid is allowed to fill a tank filled with stone, coke, or coal, 
broken to a uniform gauge, washed free from dust and passed 
through a screen, 4in. mesh, and retained on 4in. mesh. After 
remaining in contact with the filtering medium for a predeter-
mined period, the liquid is discharged by either manual or auto-
matic means into the outlet drain, the action of discharging one 
filter turning the liquid from the septic tank into another filter; 
meanwhile filter No. i remains empty, this period being the 
mration period. Generally, four filters are in use—the cycle being 
(i) filling, (2) emptying, (3) aerating—standing empty—and (4) 
contact period—standing full. 

In other methods the liquid is continually falling in drops on 
to the filtering medium, by—(A) V-shaped channels laid level ; 
the overflow falling over the sides is caught by pointed irons and 
dropped like fine rain on to the filter bed. (B) Discharged in 
drops from the arms of a revolving apparatus constructed on the 
principle of the Barker's Mill. 

In other methods the liquid is collected into a cistern, and 
at intervals of time automatically flushed by means of a syphon 
into a series of perforated pipes, the openings being fitted with 
spraying nozzles of the lawn-sprinkler type, or simply sprayed 
out like a street watering cart. Again, in some of the systems 
the liquid is caught by tipping buckets, which are so arranged 
that each division is alternately filled and tipped out on to the 
filter bed (Plate No. i), or in some cases one large tipper is used to 
distribute the liquid into channels placed on top of the filter-bed. 
(Plate No. 2.) 

In each case the end sought is to deliver the septic fluid in-
termittently on to the top of the filter bed, which is usually a 
mound of ashes, coke, stone, or any material offering a large 
air surface; the main object must be that of encouraging ærobic 
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[Results 

nitrifying action. As the liquid trickles through the filter further 
anxrobic action is completely checked by the presence of air. It is 
most necessary to check anaerobic action at this stage; otherwise it 
would bring about reverse changes, resulting in severe compli-
cations. The liquid would become as putrescible as, if not more 
so, as it was before. 	It must be remembered that in all arti- 
ficial filters we only imitate the process which Nature performs for 
us in the land; in the case of land, however, it is only the first 
few inches which are usefully employed by the aerobic bacteria, 
whereas in the artificially constructed filter the whole of the 
depth can be employed if the filter is properly constructed. 

The aerobic bacteria now commence their work. Ammonia 
is reduced to nitrites by the Bacillus Nitrosomonas, and these in 
turn are oxidised to form Nitrates by the Bacillus Nitrobacter. 
Carbon compounds are oxidised to carbon dioxide and water. 
This last process is called nitrification. Shortly, it means that the 
Ammoniacal Nitrogen (free and albumenoid ammonia) is converted 
into Nitrous and Nitric Nitrogen. 

The classic experiments of Scott-Moncrieff at Ashtead, in 
1898, furnish us with an excellent illustration of the process by 
which sewage after liquefaction and subsequent treatment in 
aerobic filters is converted into harmless mineral salts. Scott-
Moncrieff arranged his filters so that nine trays were super-
imposed—the effluent from the liquefaction tank being tipped 
automatically on to the first tray through which the liquid 
trickled on to the second tray, and so on. Each tray was eft. 
long, Tin. broad, and Tin. deep, filled with coke tin. diameter; 
between each tray a space of tin. was allowed. The effluent was 
discharged at the rate of 1,300,000 gallons per acre per day,— 
the time occupied by the water in passing from the first to the 
last tray being from 8 to to minutes. The following table shows 
the conversion of the free and albumenoid ammonia to Nitrous 
and Nitric Nitrogen.—(Kinnicut, p. 232.) 
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RESULTS OF TRICKLING FILTRATION THROUGH 
SCOTT-MONCRIEFF'S TRAYS. 

(Scott-Moncrieff, 1899.) 
Parts per Million. 

Effluents of- 	 Nitrogen as- 
Oxygen 

Free 	Albuminoid Nitrites Nitrates consumed 
Ammonia Ammonia 	 in 4 hrs• 

at 80 Deg. 
F. 

Cultivation tank .. 	103.0 	12.3 	0.0 	1.2 	98.4 
First tray .. .. .. 	86.5 	10.3 	9.9 	1.0 	66.9 
Second tray .. .. .. 	74.2 	8.2 	9.0 	4.8 	57.7 
Third tray .. .. .. .. 	41.2 	4.9 	7.8 	18.7 	44.9 
Fourth tray .. .. 	33.0 	2.9 	6.6 	27.6 	17.3 
Fifth tray .. .. .. 	12.4 	1.2 	4.8 	46.8 	1z.8 
Sixth tray .. .. .. 	14.4 	2.9 	5.1 	44.2 	15.0 
Seventh tray .. .. 	2.9 	2.5 	0.0 	66.o 	7.6 
Eighth tray .. .. .. 	1.7 	5.3 	0.0 	73.2 	4.0 
Ninth tray.. .. .. .. 	2.1 	4.9 Slight tr. 90.0 	5.9 

It may be asked, "How can such profound changes be 
brought about during the short period of 8 to 10 minutes the 
liquid is trickling through the filter as in the above case?" The 
best explanation the author can offer is that given by Professor 
Dunbar (Dunbar, p. 140), known as the Absorption or Colloidal 
theory of sewage purification. "Frankland assumed that the dis-
solved organic matters were oxidised by the Oxygen of the air 
contained in the pores of the soil as the sewage percolated 
through. 	After the experiments of Schloesing and Muntz, as 
well as those of Warrington and Winogradsky, the action of the 
filters was explained by the Massachusetts experimenters to be 
due to the bacteria in the sewage and in the filter directly mineral-
ising the organic matters during the slow flow of the sewage 
through the filter." 

"This was a possible explanation so long as it could be as-
sumed that the sewage remained for about three days in the 
filter, but when it was shown that the sewage left a aft. filter 
thoroughly purified within ten minutes, the above explanation fell 
to the ground." 
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It does not appear to be possible for micro-organisms to 
decompose highly complex molecules of inorganic substances 
within a few minutes or seconds, with the formation of am-
monia and nitrogen gas, and oxidise these substances to Nitric 
Acid, organic carbon to Carbonic Acid, organic sulphur to Sul-
phuric Acid, and so on. Dunbar carried out experiments which 
demonstrated that the dissolved organic matters are first sepa-
rated from the sewage during its passage through the filter and 
are retained in the filter to be decomposed and oxidised by the 
micro-organisms (Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter) during the suc-
ceeding periods of rest. (This last he calls the Absorption or Co'-
loidal Theory of Sewage Purification.) 

That we may better understand the process termed nitrifica-
tion, a brief outline of the Bacteriology of Intermittent Filtra-
tion will now be given; for further particulars, see Kinnicutt, 
pp. 232-235. Pasteur expressed the conviction-1862—that the 
process of nitrification would eventually be shown to be due to 
the activity of living organisms. This suggestion was verified in 
1877 by Schloesing and Muntz, who proved that living organisms 
of some sort were the cause of nitrification. Warrington, Frank-
land, and many other observers, confirmed these results, but 
for a long time all attempts to isolate the actual organisms failed. 
Finally the Franklands succeeded in isolating from a nitrifying 
solution a short stout bacillus which formed nitrites, but which 
refused to grow on a gelatin media.—(Frankland, 189o.) In 
1891 Winogradsky showed that the change from Nitrous to 
Nitric Acid is due to the action of another group of organisms 
(Nitrobacter) which can be grown on ordinary media only with 
great difficulty, and which by symbiosis with the bacillus Nitroso-
monas complete the nitrifying change. In nature the Nitroso-
monas organisms are dependent upon ordinary putrefactive bac-
teria which set free their food supply—i.e.—ammonia, from its 
organic compounds. The Nitrate Formers only thrive in the 
presence of a porous inorganic substratum on which they can 
form their Zoo-glea films. In short, the filter beds are simply 
cultivation areas of the nitrifying organisms. 	The Nitrate 
Formers—B. Nitrobacter—are checked in their development by 
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the presence of free ammonia and are dependent upon the Nitrite 
Formers for protection against ammonia—so also the Nitrite 
Formers are dependent upon the putrefactive bacteria for the for-
mation of ammonia from more complex bodies. 

The principal requirements for the process of nitrification 
are :—(I) A porous substratum must be provided for the growth 
of the active organisms—the Nitrosomonas and the Nitrobacter. 
(2) The applied sewage must not be too strong. Nitrosomonas 
development is checked by o.o5% free ammonia—i.e.-5o parts 
per ioo,000. (3) An alkaline base must be provided to unite with 
the nitric acid formed, free acids (0.5%) stops nitrifying action. 
The base should be lime or magnesia in preference to soda and 
potash. o.i—o.5% sodium nitrate retards nitrosification as against 
1% calcium nitrate. (4) Free drainage must be provided to remove 
the end products of the reaction. (5) There must be abundant 
oxygen to carry on the specified fermentations. 

In nature all organic matter is eventually converted into 
Nitrates, and it is only in this way that the nitrogen taken from 
the soil is restored to it. We thus see that the effluent from the 
zerobic filter will, to some extent, return the nitrogen to the soil 
if we use it for irrigation. Analyses of effluents show an appre- 
ciable quantity of nitrates present. 	Hereunder is a typical 
analysis. 

ANALYSES OF CRUDE SEWAGE AND FILTER 
EFFLUENT IN PARTS PER 	1oo,000. 

Raw Sewage. Filtrate. 

Solids 	Dissolved 	.. 	. .. 	.. 	97.03 97.83 
Solids Suspended 	.. 	. .. 	.. 	60.09 0.00 

Solids, 	Total 	.. 	.. 	.. .. 	157.93 97.83 
Chlorine 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 11.47 8.53 
Oxygen consumed .. 	.. 	.. 	.. 2.944 0.833 
Nitrogen, As Nitrite o. io8 
Nitrogen, As Nitrate .. 	.. 3.330  
Nitrogen, As Free Ammonia 3.007 0.343 
Nitrogen, As Organic Nitrogen 3.115 0.39 

Total, Nitrogen .. 	.. 	.. 	. 	.. 6.122 4.171 

Albumenoid Ammonia .. 	.. 	.. 0.493 0.147 
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The Plate No. "I" shows a typical septic tank as designed 
by the author. The. Plate No. 2 shows a special distributor. 

In the early stages of development it was assumed that prac-
tically everything sent into the tanks would be liquified, and the 
sludge difficulty be overcome, but experience showed that al-
though generally a very satisfactory effluent could be obtained, 
yet, the sludge problem was by no means solved. Usually the 
sewage is a highly concentrated one—generally consisting of 
flush water, faecal matter, and the usual accompaniment of paper, 
etc.—the whole comprising a difficult enough material to treat ; 
but even here one should not complain too much when he re-
members the woes of the Sanitary Engineer in tropical countries 
where such things as bits of brick, hemp rope, and the like are 
used by the natives. In all large installations the liquefaction of 
the paper used contributes one of the chief difficulties of the 
problem. Often the use of screens becomes a positive necessity. 
The bars of the screen are spaced fairly wide apart and are 
placed on a slope, so that the flow of the water drives the paper 
up the bars, from which it is raked, dried and burnt. In addition 
to paper, there are other innumerable articles inseparable from 
house wastes—such as vegetable parings, cabbage stalks, rags, 
brushes, etc., which of course properly belong to the rubbish tin, 
but unfortunately, either by accident or design, find their way 
very often into the sewers, giving rise to endless troubles in the 
septic tank. 

In consequence of the rapid sludging up of the first chamber 
when dealing with very concentrated sewage a series of tests 
were made by the author, and these proved that complete lique-
faction of the solids did not take place during the i2 hours cycle 
on which the tanks were designed—the evidence pointed to three 
or four days' tankage being necessary. It was evident that there 
were grave objections to an extension of the time during which 
the sewage would be retained in the tank, first because of the 
danger of offensive gases being generated and so giving rise to 
aerial nuisance—the very last desire of the engineer being the ad-
vertisement of the fact that sewage is being treated, and secondly, 
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the increased cost of the tanks—due to the provision of extra 
storage. As a solution of the difficulty it was decided to dilute 
the sewage where possible, and draw the sludge off at more fre-
quent intervals than was at first intended. The method by which 
the solids are withdrawn from the tank is simply the provision of 
a pipe dipping into the conical bottom of the first chamber and 
rising up to a valve chamber about two feet below the top level 
of the sewage in the tank. The sludge is forced into the pipe by 
the water pressure and easily runs out, its appearance being a 
somewhat viscous peaty mass, with a slight tarry odour. The 
sludge pipe discharges the liquid into sand filters, where the water 
drains away, or into furrows ploughed into the soil. The sludge 
rapidly dries. No trouble has been experienced, and so far no 
complaints have been made. 

Active liquefaction of the sewage in a new tank generally takes 
place in from three to six weeks in warm weather, but may take 
two to three months before the best results are obtainable. 	1 he 
effluent at first is cloudy, with a foecal smell, but rapidly becomes 
clearer and odourless in a few days after starting. The usual prac-
tice is to allow for 12 hours' tankage for ordinary dilute domestic 
sewage, but for concentrated sewage like that from workshops, 
factories, etc., the best results are obtained by allowing 15 gal-
lons per head per day. In the case of dilute sewage the first 
(liquefying) chamber is made i-6th of the length of the tank ; for 
very concentrated sewages it is found preferable to make it about 
half the length. As before pointed out, the length is made about 
three times the breadth. The best depth of liquid is found to be 
about 5 feet. The general concensus of opinion is that from 200 
to Soo gallons per square yard is the best proportion to allow in 
determining the size of the filter bed. The size of the material 
composing the trickling filter is tin. to 2iin. gauge. Coke, coal, 
porous bluestone metal, or furnace clinker, give best results. A 
good plan to start nitrification in a new filter is to spread a few 
shovelfuls of good rich garden loam on the top of filter. 

About the time the author was carrying out his experiments, 
1908-1909, other experimenters were at work on the question of 
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sludge disposal, and I will, with your permission, briefly sum-
marise the conclusions arrived at but before doing so will show 
one of the earliest methods devised to separate the sludge from 
the sewage as it arrived at the works. 

In 189! Birch obtained patents in various countries for his 
sedimentation tank. 	(Fig. i) 

Fig. z. 
It will be seen that Birch used an ordinary shallow tank with 

inclined walls, so arranged that a sludge chamber was divided 
from the part through which the water flowed. The sludge slides 
down the walls into the openings giving access to the sludge 
chamber. In the latter are horizontal pipes perforated on the 
bottom. 	On opening the valves which control these pipes the 
sludge is forced out by the water pressure. The design of this 
tank is not a good one ; in fact the first chamber would be over-
taxed, the remaining ones being of very little use, and as no 
provision is made for decomposition, the sludge would have to 
be drawn off at very frequent intervals and disposed of. The 
sludge, being comparatively fresh, would be in a most objec-
tionable condition to be dealt with, but notwithstanding these 
faults, the idea has been most fruitful in pointing the way to 
modern methods of dealing with the sludge problem. 

[As 
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As a practical outcome of the sludge disposal difficulty, ex-
perimenters in England, France and Germany have devised 
various methods of separating or abstracting the solids in sus-
pension, etc., but in this paper I do not intend to review the ques-
tion of priority because of contentious views held by various 
writers, but will simply demonstrate the means by which separa-
tion is effected. 

In this connection it should be pointed out that the separation 
of the minutest (colloidal) suspended particles is favoured by 
affording large surfaces on which these particles can settle, and 
no doubt the best arrangement hitherto designed for that purpose 
is that designed by Travis. This consists of placing thin inclined 
walls in the longitudinal direction of the tank, and is shown in 
the sketch of Travis' Hydrolytic Tank, which will now be de- 
scribed. 	Fig. 2.) 

(Fig. 2.) 
In a paper written by Dr. W. Owen Travis, M.D., M.S., and 

Edwin Ault, C.E., it is stated that the conception of the hydro-
lytic tank and oxidising beds is the result of a close study of the 
numerous experiments conducted at Lawrence, U.S.A., and under 
the aegis of the State Board of Health of Massachusetts, and 
published by that board in a series of works which, in their en-
tirety, constitute a classical record of the bacterial purification of 
sewage. Briefly, the experiments carried out by the Board deter-
mine 

I. That as the liquid portion of water-carried sewage con-
tains matter in solution only, and as the water has already fulfilled 
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its principal function, viz., the conveyance of the grosser particles, 
so it should be permitted to pass through the tank in the limited 
time necessary for purely sedimentary purposes. 

2., That as only the suspended matters of the sewage require 
to be subjected to a prolonged digestive process, so these matters, 
together with the minimum amount of liquid which is found to be 
necessary for the free flowing of the particles and for the carrying 
away of the liquefied products, should alone undergo the septic 
tank or hydrolytic treatment. 

3. That as, in any sedimentary tank, some of the matters 
in suspension, whose specific gravity differs from the liquid, will 
not be deposited, and as in all septic tanks considerable quantities 
of deposited sludge, disturbed by the gases of decomposition, will 
constantly flow out of the tank with the liquid, so a further 
purification in an upward anrobic filter is absolutely necessary. 

ç. That as the gaseous and volatile products are, like the 
liquid products, equally subversive of bacterial hydrolysis, as they 
are the cause of the strong odours which prevail in a septic tank 
effluent, and as they are detrimental to the subsequent oxidation 
in contact or other aerating beds, so they should be removed, by 
exhaustion, from the tank as they are formed. 

5. That as sludge must accumulate, so means must be pro-
vided for its systematic withdrawal. Any attempt to establish a 
so-called equilibrium is futile; it is, in fact, a method of evading 
the issue and of throwing upon the subsequent treatment matters 
which ought to be effectually dealt with in the tank. 

As a result of Dr. Travis' experiments, he produced and 
patented the hydrolytic tank. The first tank was constructed 
about 19o5, at Hampton, a second tank being erected at Norwich, 
England. 	(See Fig. 2.) 

At the Summer meeting of the Association of Managers of 
Sewage Disposal Works, held at Leicester in !9o8, Dr. Travis 
read a paper entitled, "The Hampton Doctrine in Relation to 
Sewage Purification." In this he claims:— 

I. That the purification process is essentially a physical 
operation in which the suspended and soluble impurities in the 
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sewage are removed from the liquid by a process analogous to 
precipitation. 

2. That the works in themselves are essentially depots for 
the reception and for the storage of the solid matters which 
have been abstracted from the sewage. 

3. The effluent is a comparatively pure liquid, which results 
from the fact that the crude sewage, by virtue of a physical 
operation, has deposited its sludge at the works. 

"The doctrine thus denies that the purification process is in 
any sense of the word, or under any circumstances, the result of 
bacterial action." The micro-organisms are merely incidental, 
and their actions are but ancillary to the actual purification. The 
bacterial activity is, though not entirely, yet practically limited to 
the deposited and absorbed matters stored in the treatment areas 
from sewage already purified, and that in their subsequent opera-
tion the bacteria are but one of the many groups of scavengers 
which deal with dead organic matter. 

Now in absolute contradistinction to Travis' statement that 
"Bacteria have no part in the purification of sewage," we have 
Professor Dunbar's experiments (Dunbar, pages 92-94). Dunbar 
states "that he has investigated the solubility of organic sub-
stances by suspending in septic tanks a large number of solid 
organic substances, such as cooked vegetables, cabbages, turnips, 
potatoes, peas, beans, bread, various forms of cellulose, flesh in 
the form of the dead bodies of animals, skinned and unskinned, 
various kinds of fat, bones, cartilage, etc., and has shown that 
many of these substances are almost completely dissolved in from 
three to four weeks. "Of the skinned animals, the skeleton alone 
remained after a short time; with the unskinned animals the pro-
cess lasted rather longer. At this stage it should be pointed out 
that the experiments were so arranged that no portion of the 
substances could be washed away ; their disappearance was there-
fore due to solution and gasification. The skinned body of a 
guinea-pig was allowed to remain in a septic tank for three weeks, 
when the clean white bones alone remained." 

"Further experiments have been carried out by Favre at the 
Hamburg Institute, with proteins, albumenoids, fats, carbo- 
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hydrates, etc., and it was found that the protein substances and 
albumenoids are the most easily decomposed, whilst fats are the 
most resistant, decomposition only taking place on the surface 
into fatty acids and glycerol. Carbo-hydrates are readily decom-
posed in the septic tank ; cellulose also appears to be decomposed, 
but •cork remains unaltered." In view of such observations, the 
opinion that the organic portion of the sediment in septic tanks is 
not decomposed, i.e., resolved either into a liquid or gaseous state, 
becomes untenable. 

In May, 1909, K. Imhoff, Engineer of the "Emschergenos-
senschaft," in Essen, Germany, wrote a paper to "The Surveyor 
and Municipal and Country Engineer," describing a new method 
of treating sewage :—" In urban sewage about one-half of the or-
ganic matter is, in general, undissolved. This undissolved matter 
can be removed by mechanical means. The simplest method of 
mechanical purification consists in sedimentation, the suspended 
impurities being deposited, by gravity, as sludge. Sedimentation 
is dependent on time. The longer the period of clarification the 
more sludge is deposited. The separation is, however, very 
unequal. In the first few minutes the rate of separation is highest, 
thereafter the rate gradually decreases. This is shown by the 
curve in Figure 3, which may be taken as representing the 
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average for normal municipal sewage. It will be seen that after 
one and a half to two hours, 75 per cent. of the suspended matter 
has been. separated. In the course of the following hours there 
is practically no increase in this percentage. The slight effect 
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produced by extending the period of purification is by no means 
proportional to the increased cost of construction of the larger 
subsidence tanks required. In addition to this, protracted reten-
tion of the water in the tanks involves risk of putrefaction. For 
this reason alone the period of sedimentation should not exceed 
two hours. . . . It may be mentioned that the percentage of 
separation varies considerably in different sewages. In the case 
of dilute sewage, it is usually lower than in the case of concen-
trated sewage. Besides the length of the treatment, which is the 
main factor in sedimentation, a number of secondary factors have 
to be taken into consideration in the construction of subsidence 
works." 

Treatment of the Sludge. 
"The treatment of the sludge is equally as important as the 

purification of the sewage. Sewage works in which the question 
of the sludge treatment is not satisfactorily disposed of cannot in 
the long run fulfil their primary purposes—i.e., that of purifying 
water. It is not sufficient to provide only for effective sedimenta-
tion of the sewage. It is equally essential to provide for efficient 
removal of the sludge, and for the further treatment thereof, even 
if provision for these matters involves some departure from the 
ideal process of sedimentation pure and simple. The plant must, 
in fact, be the result of a compromise between the requirements 
of sedimentation on the one hand and of sludge treatment on the 
other hand. The sludge pumped in a fresh state from the tank 
has very unfavourable qualities. It contains much water, and is 
consequently of large bulk. It dries with difficulty and passes 
while drying into a state of odoriferous putrefaction. Industrial 
utilisation of the sludge (for example, for the production of fat) 
has not hitherto proved successful on a large scale. The best 
manner of dealing with the sludge is still by the treatment in 
septic tanks. The sludge is by this treatment reduced in bulk ; the 
drying thereof is facilitated, and it is rendered odourless. If it is 
preferred to allow the sludge to decompose it is advisable to 
combine all residues with the sludge—that is to say, to retain 
only the coarsest obstructions at the gates, and to dispense with 
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a sand collector provided that the sludge mixed with sand is 
capable of conveyance. It is important in this respect that the 
sand is mixed as uniformly as possible with the sludge at the time 
of sedimentation." 

Tanks as Self-Acting Sewage Works. 
"The sewage plant (Figure 6) used by the "Emschergenos-

senschaft" consists essentially of deep tanks, which receive the 
sludge. In the upper part of these tanks the subsidence tanks' 
chambers through which the water flows are divided off by par- 

Fig. 4. 
titions. The floors of the subsidence chambers are inclined, and 
the sludge slides down them, in order to pass through slots into 
the sludge tanks. Without supervision or attendance the sludge 
is, therefore, continuously and promptly removed from the subs&-
dence chamber. The sludge accumulates in the tanks, and the 
sludge tanks gradually develop into septic tanks. Only the sludge, 
however, is decomposed. The flowing water is kept free from 
putrefaction. If putrefaction has already occurred in the water, 
it is at least not furthered in the tank." According to Saville. 
Assistant Engineer, Sewage Department, Emschergenossenschaft, 
Essen, Germany, it is found that sewage sludge, when once 
thoroughly rotted away, is unobjectionable in character and is 
easily handled. 

[The 
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The problems presented to the Emscher Engineers was (r) 
to design a tank in which sewage might have a sufficient time for 
settling to effect the removal of all suspended matters which 
could be economically separated from the water by sedimentation 
(2) to provide a means of automatically removing the deposited 
solids from the settling chamber so that the disturbing action of 
the gas formed during decomposition of the sludge could not 
cause part of the deposits to pass out with the effluent (3) to 
ensure that the sewage in its passage through the tank should not 
come in contact with either the decomposing sludge or the gas 
in order that it might remain unchanged in character so far as 
the organic matter in solution is concerned ; and finally to make 
arrangements for allowing the sludge to become thoroughly sep-
ticised, as it is only after complete decomposition of the organic 
matter that it becomes unobjectionable and easily handled. 

The period of sedimentation ranges from one to two hours, 
which is sufficient to separate from the sewage 75  per cent. or 
more of all suspended matters capable of removal by sedimen-
tation. The time allowed for thorough septicisation of the sludge 
varies with the character of the sewage, being usually as much 

Aerobic Filter-, 
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Fig. 5. 
as three to four months. As the tanks are 25 feet deep or more, 
this process of rotting out the decomposable organic matter takes 
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place under very favourable conditions. There is an absence of 
odour—the large quantities of gas rising from the sludge are found 
to be inodorous. Analyses have shown the presence of approxi-
mately 75 per cent. marsh gas and 25 per cent. carbon monoxide, 
but practically no sulphuretted hydrogen The effluent from the 
sedimentation chamber is not only well clarified, but is free from 
odour. The sludge when removed from the tanks contains only 
75 per cent. to 8o per cent. water, but flows readily in concrete 
channels to the sludge-drying beds. In the drying beds it dries 
rapidly, becoming firm and "spadeable" in three or four days. 
The sludge has absolutely no objectionable odour; its appearance 
is that of porous garden loam. The sludge dries so rapidly that 
very small drying beds are required. 

At Bochum, for example, where the sewage from a popula-
tion of 145,000 is treated, the sludge-drying beds cover an area of 
only half an acre. The water which drains out of the sludge 
while on the drying beds is clear and odourless. The effluent 
flowing off from the Emshcer or Imhoff tanks, though containing 
practically no suspended matter, is still highly charged with soluble 
organic matter. At Emscher the effluent runs into a canal where 
the dilution is sufficiently great to prevent nuisance. But under 
ordinary conditions the effluent must be further purified by bac-
terial treatment on ærobic beds.—(See Figure 5.) 

In the direction of sterilisation of hospital and other dangerous 
effluents, a further improvement has been effected by the use of 
calcium hypochlorite (ordinary chloride of lime), which is fed into 
the channel collecting the effluent from the septic tank so as to 
give a strength of 5 to io parts per r,000,000 to the liquid being 
discharged on to the ærobic filter. Experiments carried out by 
Mr. Farquharson Boan and myself showed that the addition of 
the calcium hypochlorite to the septic effluent did no injury to the 
ærobic filter, and by interposing 2 small tank on the outlet pipe 
drain large enough to hold up the effluent for about two hours, 
complete sterilisation resulted. This has been proved repeatedly 
by other experimenters. The method was first suggested to me 
by Dr. Rideal's account of experimental work on the sewage of 
Maidenhead (Rideal, page 64), and is now being practised on a 
large scale in America, Great Britain, and the Continent. 

[With 
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With regard to the use of chloride of lime (ordinary bleach-
ing powder)—Rideal in 19o5, in his experiments at Guildford, 
showed that 3o parts of available chlorine per million would re-
duce the number of bacteria in crude sewage from several million 
to 5o,000, while so parts would reduce their number to 20 per 
cubic centimetre. Colon bacilli (the common intestinal organism) 
were reduced from one million per c.c. to o per c.c. by 3o parts 
of chlorine. In septic tank effluents, he found that 25-44 parts 
of chlorine per million reduced B. Coli. from 21 to 4 millions per 
c.c. to less than i per c.c. These results were confirmed in 
America and extended by a series of investigations carried out at 
the sewage experiment station of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in Boston (K,iinnicutt, page 383). "A series of tests 
carried out by Phelps and. Carpentier in 1906 showed that with 
fairly well purified effluents derived from dilute American sewages, 
that even better results than Rideal's could be obtained." Fur-
ther experiments—Winslów and Phelps, 1907—showed that a 
trickling filter effluent could be disinfected by the addition of 
chloride of lime in such amount as to yield 5 parts per million 
available chlorine. The chloride of lime of commerce contains 
about 1-3 available chlorine. Dunbar, quoting German experi-
ments, states that septic tank effluents require about x-5  as much 
chlorine as crude sewage, equivalent to to parts per million 
available chlorine. Experiments made by Rideal, 1904-5, proved 
that bleaching powder—ordinary chloride of lime—used in small 
quantities is sufficient to destroy foul odours, such as those from a 
septic tank effluent, and at the same time acts as a powerful oxi-
diser and decreases the work required of the filters. 

The results of a long series of tests-1906-19o7—carried out 
at Guildford by Dr. Rideal, are summarised as follows (Royal 
Sewage Commission, 1908) :—(x) Treatment with a hypochlorite 
solution containing available chlorine equal to 35-5o per cent. of 
the amount of oxygen consumed by permanganate in 5 minutes in 
the cold is sufficient to do away with the smell of hydrogen sul-
phide (H, S), leaving only an inoffensive odour of spent bleach. 
(2) The addition of this quantity in no way interferes with the 
efficiency of the filter, but adds to it by helping to keep down an 
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excess of gray growths on the top. (3) A much larger quantity 
may be added without any danger to the filter. (4) A dose of 
hypochlorite more than sufficient to remove the hydrogen sulphide 
smell and kill B. Coli. in the liquid may be used without prejudice 
to the purifying ability of a mature percolating filter. 

Rideal draws these further conclusions :—(r) That sewage 
from hospitals may be freed from dangerous organisms by the use 
of calcium hypochlorite before passing into beds or entering ordi-
nary sewage systems, without interfering with the usual methods 
of purification ; (2) that when beds are clogged with growths these 
can be dissolved and washed through speedily by occasional doses 
of Hypochlorite. From a third series of similar experiments with 
a filter divided into compartments--one containing a fine and the 
other a coarse filter medium, these conclusions are drawn—(r) 
That .a bed can be successfully matured when using hypochlorite 
in such quantities as are required for preventing offensive odours; 
(2) that this treatment renders possible the use of fine grade 
filters ; (3) that it renders easy the cleaning of pipes, sprinklers 
and syphons which may have become blocked, without discon-
necting the system." (Kinnicutt.) From the foregoing it would 
appear the nitrifying organisms flourish uninjured by the hypo-
chlorite, which has a marked germicidal effect on most other or-
ganisms. 

With regard to the question, What is the effect of the inter-
mittent flow of sewage from a dwelling on the septic tank. It is 
of course desirable that the tank should be designed for the 
maximum volume of sewage which will be discharged into it, but 
there are periods when a large volume is discharged from the 
house, say, bath water, or washing water from the laundry ; and 
at times no flow from the sewer takes place; but, it has been 
found by experience that the septic tank is very elastic, accommo-
dating itself rapidly to fluctuations of flow. All that is necessary 
to be done to prevent sudden discharges like bath wastes, etc., 
from disturbing the solids in the an erobic tank is either to provide 
storage area or a bye pass around the tank on to the filter. In 
the case of a large mansion where at times only a few servants 
or caretakers are in charge, whilst at other times the house is full 
of people, Mr. Farquharson Boan has designed septic tanks in 
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such a manner that, by opening a valve the water in the first 
chamber is drawn off and carried round to the channel feeding the 
tipping buckets at the oerobic filter. Closing the valve at once 
brings into action the whole of the septic tank. 

Stoddart's method for smoothing over the acute irregulari-
ties of flow—particularly characteristic of small installations, is 
to provide in the throat of the pipe outlet or weir from the septic 
tank to the filter, a plate in which is perforated an aperture of 
such a size as to permit under a head of 3 inches the maximum 
rate of flow of sewage permissible on to the filter. Thus : Aperture 
'in. dia. = approx. Ioo gall. per hour; tin. dia. = approx. 200 
gall. per hour; tin. dia. = approx. 35o gall. per hour; lin. dia. 
= approx. 90o gall. per hour; 2in. dia. = approx. 1,285 gall. per 
hour. The rise of ain. provides abundant additional temporary 
storage for sudden flushes due to baths, laundry waste, and the 
like. Stoddart points out that the effect of the diaphragm is not 
exercised upon the filter only, but also usefully checks the too 
rapid passage of the crude sewage through the tank. The author's 
experience proves that the provision of storage space alone will 
generally meet the case. Birch, Killan and Co., in their designs 
for septic tanks, provide a penstock to control the rate of the dry 
weather flow, allowing storage room for sudden flushes, with an 
overflow pipe between the penstock and the distributor over the 
filter bed, to discharge any excess over the storage. 

"As to the effect of the septic tank on pathogenic organisms" 
—Some experimenters (McConkey and others) claim that patho-
genic organisms do not survive the passage through the septic 
tank; whilst others state that disease organisms will, survive in 
effluents which have passed through land treatment. In view of 
the large number of installations using chloride of lime disinfec-
tion, it would appear to be safer to disinfect any effluent which 
will be discharged into streams or places which might become in-
fected. The use of high grade disinfectants in the sewerage 
system, if excessive, greatly hinders the work of liquefaction in 
the septic tanks. In a properly designed system it is not neces-
sary to use powerful disinfectants. 

Temperature and Humidity. Kinnicutt states that the most 
striking characteristic of the septic process is the effect of tern- 
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perature thereon. The amount of gas produced is the measure 
of septic activity, and he states that the results of experience with 
the American climate show that the ratio for the winter is 3o, and 
for the summer iqo. So far as the author's experience goes, hu-
midity has no effect on the working of the tank and filters, beyond 
the fact that with a low barometer the gas generated in the tank 
becomes more noticeable when the effluent is tipped on to the 
filter; but, in installations where chloride of lime is in use, a dis-
tinct seaweed odour is given off, which is not objectionable. Of 
course it should be borne in mind that in any case wherever 
sewage is being broken down, liquefied and oxidised, there must 
be a certain amount of odour ; in other words, it cannot be done 
in a drawing-room; but with careful attention the works need not 
give any evidence of their existence a few yards away. 

In conclusion, the author takes this opportunity of thanking 
the members of the R.V.I.A. for the privilege of addressing them 
on the subject of sewage disposal. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Sanitary Engineering 	 .. Baldwin Latham. 
Sewage and Sewage Purification .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Dr. S. Rideal. 
Practical Purification of Sewage .. 	 . Dr. S. Barwise. 
Sewage Disposal .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Kinnicutt, Winslow and Pratt. 

Principles of Sewage Treatment 	 .. Professor Dunbar. 
In the subsequent discussion :— 
The President asked whether the refuse from butter factories 

could be treated by means of the septic tank. (Mr. Boan "No.") 
Mr. John Little (F.) proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. 

Roan for his valuable paper, and for his permission to print it in 
the Proceedings. 

Mr. Anketell Henderson (F.), in seconding the vote, claimed 
that he "discovered" Mr. Boan when lecturing in the Engineering 
School at the Melbourne University. After remarks by Mr. Koch 
(from the standpoint of an analyst) and Mr. W. M. Campbell (F.), 
the vote was carried by acclamation. 

Mr. Boan, in reply, referred to some of the difficulties of 
tackling "easy" problems of sewage tank construction. He urged 
that in many cases the chemist or the biologist should be called 
in to advise before the system was installed by the engineer. 

[Along 



ALONG THE BYE-PATHS. 

PROMINENT Melbourne Architect about to inspect 
the construction of the roof of a certain hotel, 
peeped through the manhole and found that the 
roof space was dark. 	Calling the chambermaid, 
he asked her for a light. 	Immediately he heard 
the order given down the service lift : "Send up a 

candle and matches, there's a man working in the roof !" 
An Inter=State Conference of Australian Architects is now sit-

ting in Sydney. Two representatives of each of the six Austra-
lian Institutes are attending, and matters of vital interest to the 
profession are being dealt with. 	The question of the formation 
of an Australian Institute, we understand, will be renewed, having 
been quiescent for the last 13 years. The officers of the Institute 
of Architects of New South Wales, who have arranged the Con-
ference, have decided to combine hospitalities with the business 
of the agenda paper. The forenoons will be devoted to business, 
and the afternoons and evenings to the visitation of some of the 
beauty spots of Sydney. Messrs. H. W. Tompkins (President), 
and E. A. Bates (Vice-President) have been appointed by the 
Council of the R. V. I. A. to represent Victoria. 	At the meeting 
on 1st December these representatives will furnish their report of 
the Conference proceedings. 

Mr. Walter A. Drummond (A), whose movements abroad we 
have frequently referred to, has returned to Victoria and entered 
into a Melbourne partnership with Mr. John S. Gawler (A), the 
new firm being known as Gawler and Drummond. 

Mr. James H. Wardrop (A) has written to us from New 
York :-  

"I have certainly learnt from my trip, to date, that there are 
`other countries besides Australia,' and this a correction of a weak- 
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ness which is common to Australians generally and also to the 
average American. The cities of the West Coast struck me as 
being, in the main, crude and unformed and growing too fast to 
form individual character, the result being a sameness and 
monotony from Seattle to Los Angeles, the exception to this be-
ing in the disposition and design of the residences of Los Angeles 
and environs. 	These characteristics present a type of architec- 
ture apart from, and in addition to, the actual architectural beauty, 
refreshing as an argument for the individual home-life. 	In the 
midst of a strong and growing tendency toward flat dwelling, 
New Orleans is worth mention, not as an example of an Ameri- 
can city, but, rather, as a contradistinction. 	Here, instead of 
parade, noise and a mania for rapid growth, instead of sane de-
velopment, is quietness, quaintness, general disorder and dirt. 
The negro and French quarters are hopelessly disordered and 
filthy. Here are narrow, winding and cobbled streets, old-world 
internal courtyards and the inevitable, but obviously misplaced, 
electric trolley. The American quarter is quite distinct and upon the 
opposite side of Canal Street, the main artery. 	The happy-go- 
lucky nature of the negro, the gaiety of the French and the in-
dolence of the Southern American blend happily and harmoniously, 
while the haughty, aristocratic mien of the old Creole French people 
is, amongst all their filth and squalor, curiously incongruous. The 
architecture is strongly French in feeling. Chicago, to me, proved 
disappointing and not at all impressive. 	It is monotonously flat 
and devoid of natural beauty. The parks and boulevards, which, 
of course, are artificial, are certainly in a class alone. 	The lay- 

out is square, and everything is well-defined, there is none of the 
charm of the unexpected. 	Flat dwelling is universal, and home- 

life practically non-existant. 	The problem of the lower class 

flat has been solved, and is chasing the cottage life out. I landed 
in the outskirts of New York at night, and, going into the heart 
of the city the following morning by subway, received a sudden, 
complete and quite unique vision of this wonder-city. 	It was 

marvellously impressive. The Woolworth Building, one of the 
first sights to meet my eye, in spite of its size and mass, retaining 
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the feathery lightness of a Gothic rendering, is a standing rebuke 
to those who contend that a skyscraper is necessarily a thing of 
ugliness. 	The Pennsylvania and the Grand Central Railway 
Depots are monumental in conception and execution and placed to 
advantage. 	In short, New York has what Chicago lacks— 
natural beauty, a methodically irregular plan, giving constantly- 
changing vistas, open spaces in the heart of the city, which en-
able the buildings to be seen to advantage, and facilitates the 
traffic, which is intelligently handled. 

"The practice of architecture in the States at present is com-
pletely dead, and shows no signs of an early awakening. My 
anticipations of Europe and England has been heightened rather 
than lessened by my sojourn here, and, if I learn as much, my trip 
will be far from being in vain." 

Tilberthwaite Westmoreland Green Slates have been used as a 
roof-covering for several generations upon many of the best build-
ings in England. The effect of a fine roof has been an important 
element in producing that artistic success which is associated with 
what we term a "fine old English building." In earlier days we 
extensively used these slates in England, and noted their behavi-
our for years. During a long Australian practice, however, we 
have had to do without this description of slates, and, when wish-
ing to obtain a "green" slate, have had to be satisfied with slates 
on the Melbourne market, which were a very inferior substitute. 
Unlike the general slates used in Australia, Westmoreland green 
slates are laid in courses which diminish gradually from eaves 
to ridge. 	The slates, from an advertisement which appears in 
this issue, will presently, we are glad to state, be obtainable in 
Melbourne. 	Samples, and further particulars, may be obtained 
from the newly-appointed agent, Mr. E. Peck. 

Fifty Years Ago.—The "Builder" (London), in its issue of i5th 
October, 1864, gives the following paragraph from the local 
"Post," when giving a view of new premises in Collins Street 
East :- 

"It is only a week or two ago that we were celebrating the 
thirteenth anniversary of the foundation of the Colony ; and, when 
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By the Death of Mr. Robert Thomson Barbour, Melbourne 
has lost one of our public men who, although not an architect 
by profession, was very prominent in the sphere of Quantity 
Surveying, which art he had practised for over 3o years. 	He 
was perfectly at home in the subject of mathematics, amongst 
the higher ranges of which he found probably little use in the 
matter-of-fact subjects of "taking off" and "billing." 	His pro- 
fessional ability and integrity always stood high, whilst his per-
sonal charm of manner was reinforced by a rich fund of Scottish 
humour. He represented Hawthorn in the State Parliament for 
some years as a Liberal, and acted as a Justice of the Peace. 
He was also, a member of the Hawthorn City Council, and had 

[been 

we look back a few years, and reflect upon the then dimensions 
of the city and the class and character of the buildings which 
formerly stood, we may be justly acquitted of hyperbole when we 
say that no city in the world has made such gigantic strides dur-
ing a similar period as Melbourne has done ; for not only has the 
city increased in its proportions, but the many fine and substan-
tial buildings which now adorn our principal streets bear ample 
testimony to the progress which has been thus rapidly made. 
Any person who visited Melbourne ten years since and returned 
during the present year could not but be struck with the vast 
improvements which have been effected. In place of the rickety-
looking wooden tenements which then existed, there are now ele-
gant and substantially-built edifices, many of them constructed 
with a uniform design, and these improvements are going on from 
week to week. 	In Collins Street, the. Regent Street of Mel- 
bourne, this change is particularly noticeable. 	Collins Street 
East is as much devoted to the mercantile community as Collins 
Street West is the promenade of fashion." 

By the whirl-a-gig of time Collins Street (east of Elizabeth 
Street) is now the locality of the "Block," where the modern 
"Johnnies" and their feminine adorers literally block the foot-
path at certain times of the day ; whilst Collins Street (west of 
Elizabeth Street) is almost exclusively given over to the mercan-
tile community. 
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been elected to the Mayoralty on two occasions. To his family 
we tender our sympathy in the loss of a father who was esteemed 
by the community. 

Forestry Societies have been in operation for some time in 
several of the Australian States, but, on 29th October, at an in-
fluential Conference in Melbourne, he Australian Forestry League 
was formed. This most important subject of conservation and 
development of our forests is thereby removed from the State to 
the Federal sphere. With the aid of experts in forestry, amongst 
whom His Excellency the Governor-General (Sir Ronald Munro-
Ferguson), occupies a foremost place, we are confident that the 
national treasure which we possess in our timbers will be ap- 
praised at its true value. 	The exhibition of Australian timber 
at the State Parliament House, for which Mr. Hannah, M.L.A., 
was responsible, together with subsequent exhibitions of some of 
our finest—though greatly despised—timbers will certainly extend 
the knowledge of our resources in the timber industry. 	For 
years this journal has seemed like a voice crying in the wilder-
ness for the preservation of our forests, and the only response 
came from the cockey, who, doing his "bit of clearing," was de-
stroying an asset, the value of which he stood in perfect ignor-
ance. Now, however, we sincerely trust that by the application 
of scientific knowledge we may obtain ample supplies of timber 
for use by an increasing population, and, at the same, carry out 
faithfully the truest kind of conservation. 

The Victorian Town Planning and Parks Association was formed 
in Melbourne on 26th October, at a well-attended meeting in the 
Town Hall, under the Presidency of Dr. J. W. Barrett. The 
formation of the Association was the outcome of two now ex-
tinct societies. The Anti-Slum and Housing Committee, having 
found some of its objects to be unworkable, had merged its forces 
into wider proposals of reform, and the National Parks Society had 
also widened its sphere of usefulness by assisting in the formation 
of the new Association. 	Further, the visit of Messrs. Davidge 
and Reade had directed public attention to the insidious manner 
in which slums were formed. The Royal Victorian Institute of 
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Architects had asked the Government that powers should be in-
cluded in the Local Government Bill now before Parliament, so 
that the Municipal Councils could compel sellers of land to pro-
vide for inclusion of Town Planning proposals in their contracts 
of sale. A combination of circumstances, therefore, gave great 
impetus to the movement. 

The objects of the Association are stated to give the Town 
a bit of the country, and the country a bit of the town ; to secure 
better housing ; to protect existing parks; to safeguard native 
animals and plants ; and to erect memorials to explorers. The 
new body commences operations under the most favourable con-
ditions—Doctors, Architects, Engineers and Surveyors are all 
sympathetic with its aims. The Association realises that its first 
duty to educate the public. 	With this in view, an extensive 
lecturing crusade will be entered upon at once, and Dr. Barrett 
(the first President)—who is leaving for the War—has kindly 
offered his slides of illustrations and notes of his lectures for the 
use of duly-appointed lecturers. 

The following Office-Bearers and Committee were elected for 
the ensuing year :—President, Dr. J. W. Barrett ; Vice-Presidents, 
Mr. A. Pearson and Mr. H. W. Tompkins; Hon. Secretary, Mr. 
J. B. Huggan; Treasurer, Mr. J. T. Raw; Committee, Professor 
Berry, Dr. J. Leach, Dr. J. Smythe, Dr. Janet Creig, Councillor 
H. Smith, Councillor J. B. Gray, Messrs. J. Little, J. E. Batchelor, 
P. J. Markham, W. F. Gates, C. Summers, H. E. Prior, W. 
Thorn, J. Lewis, E. Box, A. Greenwood, W. H. Renwick, S. 
Tuxen, J. E. Burke, and Miss Jepson. 
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THREE-PLY BOARD. 

Visit of the R.V.I.A. to the Works of Mr. Alex. Sturrock, at 
South Melbourne. 

T the invitation of Mr. Alex. Sturrock, a large num- 
ber of members of the Institute visited the above 
works on Thursday afternoon, 29th October. 
Those who took the opportunity of inspecting the 
veneering and three-plying of our own timbers 
were greatly impressed, and it was indeed satis-

factory to learn that in future we will be able to procure three-ply 
of most of our own Australian woods. The visitors were shown 
over the works by Mr. Leslie Sturrock, who explained the many 
difficulties that he had to contend against before "three-ply" was 

a success. 	It was interesting to learn how difficulties had been 
overcome, and goes to show the pluck and determination of Mr. 
Sturrock and his sons. As Mr. Leslie Sturrock informed us, they 
had an idea that boxes could be made from "three-ply" ; and Mr. 
Sturrock, sen., had visited America, and, in order to get a thorough 
grasp, worked as an ordinary workman at the machines. He 
decided to send out a plant, and on its arrival the troubles began. 
First of all, the knives were not suitable, but, after se%eral 
months' experimenting the right temper was found. Since then 
there has been little or no hitch -egarding the knives. Then it 
was a question of selecting the most suitable timbers for veneer- 

ing. 	Further troubles took place, for, taking hardwood as an 
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example, he found that timber from certain districts was useless, 
and had to be consigned into the fire-hole. From other districts, 
however, the timber was most satisfactory. 	What applied to 
hardwood, applied equally to many other timbers, and the num- 
ber of logs that were veneered only to find that they were use-
less was considerable. Being assured that the knives were satis-
factory, and that timber from certain districts was also satisfac-
tory, it then became a question of "glue." It was demonstrated 
that foreign glue was not sufficiently strong, nor was it waterproof. 
Mr. Sturrock then experimented with "casein," which is made 
from the waste product of our butter factories, and this proved 
most satisfactory. 	Whilst this was going on, the making of 
three-ply was taken by many as a joke, and Mr. Sturrock was told 
that it would only end in failure. 	However, this did not dis- 
hearten either Mr. Sturrock or his sons, who kept plodding away 
carefully, and experimenting with our varied timbers, with the re- 
sult that we can safely say that they have fully attained success. 
It is surprising that "three-ply" was not attempted years ago, 
for, as Mr. Sturrock put it plainly, within five years there must be 
at least twelve more factories in full swing. Those who had the 
pleasure of visiting his works well understand this, for, when we 
saw such splendid timbers as Hardwood, Red Bean, Blackwood, 
Queensland Maple, and Queensland Walnut, etc., one may well 
wonder why more of these timbers have not been used. 

During the two years in which Mr. Sturrock has been experi-
menting, he found that Australian timbers were different to other 
timbers, and that if the logs are picked, and only the butt logs 
used, they contain beautiful figuring. 	Old stumps which have 
been discarded for years can be used, and it was certainly surpris-
ing that the butt log of our common hardwood contained such 
splendid figuring as was exhibited in the specimens we saw. 

The members heartily thanked Mr. Sturrock for having given 
them the opportunity of inspecting the manufacture of three-ply, 
and one and all wished him every success, and informed him that 
he deserved the thanks of Australia for having started the manu-
facture of that material. 
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